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04 What feature are you missing most? (up to 3 choices possible) (Mandatory)
Answers

233
100%

Skips

0
0%

0% 9.5% 19% COUNT PERCENT

 More clothes 125 18.68%

 More sex poses 119 17.79%

 Customizable clothes and hair 103 15.4%

 More more avatar customization 78 11.66%

 Soft cock option 75 11.21%

 Pose editor 65 9.72%

 Minigames inside game 47 7.03%

 Better editor for rooms 34 5.08%

 More dance moves 23 3.44%

Total Votes: 669 100%

Comments

33

256,753,042

MALE CLOTHES.
I don't know what the fuck the devs are thinking

Sunday, Oct 31st 9:20AM

256,748,701
More options for FFM that dont involve a penis on a F More options for MMF that dont involve anal!

Saturday, Oct 30th
10:08PM

256,744,131

'Pose editor' could potentially also check off 'More sex poses' and 'More dance moves'...'and' allow
the community to continually create new ones...

...'Customizable clothes and hair' could potentially also check off 'More clothes'...'and' allow the
community to continually create new ones.

Saturday, Oct 30th
7:24PM

256,742,679
dive animation

Saturday, Oct 30th
6:03PM

256,742,652

Please allow some breast "sag" and some "tummy bulge" for us older female players for more
realistic look. And in general more body mods.

Also, please add search, filter and sort options for Location selector to make it easier to find rooms in
a long list!

Saturday, Oct 30th
5:57PM

256,740,947

if we could get the option to kiss during sex (or not), or to cuddle, just a visual interactivity during the
poses, that would improve so much and possibly also summarize and make it clearer. The option as
such is already there, as you can see in the example of the slow dance. A sex game that claims to
be the best should have this option. In addition, condoms would be great, it is also about the general
message that you should protect yourself during sex.

Last but not least: It would be great if you could get more regular sex poses, not everything always
has to be based on performing wild acrobatics in bed, there are also couples who like to interact
lovingly and intimately with each other, an aspect that is - IMHO - too often neglected here.
And please: finally give us a cleaning option, a towel or whatever, so that we can wipe the human
glue off our faces and bodies without rejoining the room! :')
Thank you! :D

Saturday, Oct 30th
4:04PM

256,740,308

Piercings would be great. Poses with tools e.g. the use of dildos for pussy or ass, spanking poses
with paddles

Saturday, Oct 30th
3:39PM

256,727,076

As a male it would be nice to be able to walk around naked without a raging erection.
Having to ask permission from your partner for every pose. Why not just ask permission for a pose
group,(eg: oral or anal) then once accepted allow a seamless pose switch within the group.

Friday, Oct 29th 9:13PM

256,709,687
I'm missing the diving animation so much! It's present on Yacht and Beach, but not anywhere else. Friday, Oct 29th 8:11AM

256,702,682

More options for avatars is always a good thing. It's not nice to be a clone of your neighbor.
especially for mens .

Thursday, Oct 28th
10:00PM



256,680,744

I would love for us to have more clothes than there are and if that is spending a lot of space on the
game, I could put you a list of things that you could perfectly and without problem eliminate it, I am
sure that nobody is going to miss it, we already have almost 6 months without any news in the game,
I have many friends whose membership has ended and they no longer want to renew, they say that
they are bored of the same thing and that the promises of rings, earrings, stockings and others, It
never comes, every week they ask me for discord if there is something new and I always have to tell
them the same thing, so please, for the good of all, put the things you have taught, rings, earrings,
socks, except the Foxtail, I don't think we need that. I have also seen that there are some proposals
for accessories, but I would like to know that there is a need for more than 20 hats or more than 20
pairs of glasses, perhaps we do not have enough ... what we need is not that, they are elegant
garments, too sexy underwear, hair, more stylized clothes and not those sweatshirts that I can never
wear ... thanks in advance

Thursday, Oct 28th
10:23AM

256,679,803
All of it.

Thursday, Oct 28th
9:59AM

256,664,836
Body hair for men would be a great feature. :)

Thursday, Oct 28th
12:18AM

256,653,156

Need tails need capes. If you look cosplay is hot. Help make it hotter. There are builders making
comic book characters, monsters, crazy buildings and did I mention zombies?

Wednesday, Oct 27th
8:07PM

256,649,181

Would love to see more variation in body shapes, a lot of people are looking for a more "thicc"
shape.

Wednesday, Oct 27th
7:17PM

256,647,643
A new option “slow bar” for dancing would be a great addition to the gameplay.

Wednesday, Oct 27th
6:50PM

256,646,730
on option to have female character noisyer

Wednesday, Oct 27th
6:38PM

256,644,136
Lol more more avatar customization. A height slider and a slider for muscle tone male and female

Wednesday, Oct 27th
5:53PM

256,642,961

Really all of the above is needed, The most important option is for improvements on the ability for the
community to make content and for it to go through a form of verification done through the
community to be added to the game and example would be some games on the steam workshop
have a community based voting for community based creations the obvious best choice is a feature
similar to the steam workshop but that wouldn't really work for 3dx since everyone's content needs to
be the same so the most important way is just the abilty for the community to add content such things
as scripting? poses? clothes? prints? Editor objects and textures? the community could probably
pump these things out in the masses but there is no option of easy abilty for that to be achieved. also
please objects that can move in the editor or ability to add motion to the worlds we make i understand
it will require scripting and for the desynch issue to be fixed But would it not be possible to change the
world format all together to allow for more efficient worlds to be built cause currently the base
systems is very basic we are playing with Legos when the option for powerful tools like blender for
example could be integrated into it to make for a much better and easier creation of intricate worlds
since the ability for people to donate to world editors is a thing then the tools provided to those
creators should be way more powerful and have a lot more ability that they have.

Wednesday, Oct 27th
5:12PM

256,642,617
Penis Size slider, and breast play poses

Wednesday, Oct 27th
5:32PM

256,631,591

Piercings, Self joys example of foreplay dildo, Tan line, Necklaces, Leg bracelets, Variable drinks
objects, New faces, Protective Measure for different type of realism, Mostly new clothing - Could be
few types ~ example of modern, casual, underwear :)

Wednesday, Oct 27th
4:48PM

256,622,503

Play/poses involving touching and groping the butt, boobs and physics so make it look like it's getting
pressed or squeezed.

Wednesday, Oct 27th
4:42PM

256,562,718
Money transfer between players would be great. Can't I help my friend?

Wednesday, Oct 27th
4:00PM

256,556,851
BUT NEVER HAPPENED EH?

Wednesday, Oct 27th
2:59PM

256,551,908
More guys cloths

Wednesday, Oct 27th
1:52PM

256,551,161
I would like to be able to dive into the water in any location, not just the standard

Wednesday, Oct 27th
12:56PM

256,550,725
BDSM poses

Wednesday, Oct 27th
1:38PM

256,548,838
clothes must be wear by both genders

Wednesday, Oct 27th
1:05PM

256,363,704
Need belly, nose, eyebrow piercings, casual sitting positions, and laying positions.

Saturday, Oct 23rd
5:59PM



256,360,590

I would love to see a crawl movement option. I do not see it hard to implement, as the algorithm for
walking collisions exists for both walk and run, so in my opinion it is more of the animation itself
rather than coding it. It would add so much to BDSM lovers community

Saturday, Oct 23rd
4:08PM

256,359,775
No cock option

Saturday, Oct 23rd
3:22PM

256,359,446
Nipple sucking, breast slapping

Saturday, Oct 23rd
2:59PM

256,353,681

more realistic avatars would be great:
age: I want my avatar to really look like 50 years old
figure: some men like curvy girls, some women like men with a little more belly

Saturday, Oct 23rd
9:34AM
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